
Treasureboxes ® 

 
Treasureboxes®  have been devised and developed by Linda Thornton & Pat Brunton and are unique 

to Reflections on Learning.  

  
A Treasurebox is a collection of themed resources carefully chosen to engage children’s attention, 

encourage their curiosity, and spark their imagination. They are designed to be used across all 

areas of learning, encouraging play and exploration, active learning and creativity and critical 

thinking. 

  
The first 4 collections in the Reflections on Learning Treasurebox series are: 

 
 Sea side Treasurebox   
 Ball Treasurebox  

 Pirate Treasurebox  

 Shell Treasurebox 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Treasureboxes  pose questions and invite children to investigate and explore. They provide an 

interesting and exciting stimulus for conversations that build on children’s interests and ideas. 
When exploring a Treasurebox collection with a group of children use open ended questions to 

stimulate discussion. Remember that you are not looking for the ‘right’ answer’ in these situations, 

instead you are establishing what the children already know - what theories and ideas they have. 

Use these as starting points for developing the children’s many different interests that will be 
stimulated by the Treasurebox collection. 

  
While exploring the Treasurebox collection together be aware of the importance of being a good role 

model by being curious about the objects in the collection – what they are and what you can do with 

them. Think out loud and model open ended questions such as,  

 ‘I wonder why….?’  

 ‘What would happen if ….?’ 

 ‘How could I…?’ 

 ‘What do you think this could be?’ 

  

Follow up on the children’s ideas, try things out and investigate alongside the children.  

By not ‘knowing all the answers’, but instead being an enthusiastic explorer alongside the children, 

you will be playing a vital role in building their confidence as independent learners. 
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